Sparse Haptic Proxy: Touch Feedback in Virtual Environments Using a General Passive Prop
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Figure 1. (a) Our hemispherical prop is an example of a Sparse Haptic Proxy. It simulates both, (b) a room and (c) a cockpit scene to provide physical touch feedback during interaction. (White lines on the prop added for visibility on the black background).

ABSTRACT
We propose a class of passive haptics that we call Sparse Haptic Proxy: a set of geometric primitives that simulate touch feedback in elaborate virtual reality scenes. Unlike previous passive haptics that replicate the virtual environment in physical space, a Sparse Haptic Proxy simulates a scene’s detailed geometry by redirecting the user’s hand to a matching primitive of the proxy. To bridge the divergence of the scene from the proxy, we augment an existing Haptic Retargeting technique with an on-the-fly target remapping: We predict users’ intentions during interaction in the virtual space by analyzing their gaze and hand motions, and consequently redirect their hand to a matching part of the proxy.

We conducted three user studies on our haptic retargeting technique and implemented a system from the three main results: 1) The maximum angle participants found acceptable for retargeting their hand is 40°, rated 4.6 out of 5 on average. 2) Tracking participants’ eye gaze reliably predicts their touch intentions (97.5%), even while simultaneously manipulating the user’s hand-eye coordination for retargeting. 3) Participants preferred minimized retargeting distances over better-matching surfaces of our Sparse Haptic Proxy when receiving haptic feedback for single-finger touch input.

We demonstrate our system with two virtual scenes: a flight cockpit and a room quest game. While their scene geometries differ substantially, both use the same sparse haptic proxy to provide haptic feedback to the user during task completion.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the conception of the ultimate display in 1965 [17], researchers have sought to better convey the physicality of virtual worlds and reality (VR) to enhance immersion using active and passive haptics. Active haptics dynamically match the location of virtual shapes through active components, such as robotic arms [23,35,36] or human actors that adjust props on-the-fly [7]. Passive haptics are statically-positioned physical replica that match the virtual environment [14].

While passive haptics are easier to set up, their need for static positions limits their capability to represent virtual environments with complex geometries, large dimensions, or dynamic objects. Researchers have thus examined reversing this approach and fitting the virtual scene to the geometry of existing physical objects [13,30].
In this paper, we present Sparse Haptic Proxy (SHP), a class of passive haptics [14] that simulates touch feedback for a variety of different virtual environments. Unlike traditional passive haptics, which replicate virtual scenes with high fidelity, SHP’s geometry comprises a sparse set of primitives that simulates virtual environments with geometries that may vary largely in sizes and shapes.

We bridge the difference between a Sparse Haptic Proxy and the simulated virtual geometries with Haptic Retargeting [1]. That is, we manipulate the user’s hand-eye coordination to redirect their hand to a physical proxy while they are approaching a target in the virtual environment.

To preserve unscripted and natural properties of passive haptics while using Haptic Retargeting, we contribute the following necessary enhancements:

1) We evaluate haptic retargeting in a user study to inform the limits of retargeting that users still rate as tolerable. The further the virtual geometry can stray from a given SHP while still being well represented, the larger the range of scenes that proxy can simulate.

2) We predict the user’s touch intention to make use of Haptic Retargeting in unscripted scenarios. We found that a combination of the user’s gaze fixation and hand motion is an accurate predictor for touch targets and we evaluate the accuracy of our prediction algorithm in a user study.

3) We investigate and evaluate three mappings between the virtual object and a target location on the SHP, ranging from a technique that minimizes hand travel to a technique that better matches virtual and physical geometries.

Example Scenarios for Sparse Haptic Proxies
To demonstrate our system, we constructed a SHP made of planar plates of different orientations (Figure 1a) and created two substantially different virtual scenes: a room scene (Figure 1b) and a flight cockpit scene (Figure 1c). The same sparse haptic proxy provides touch feedback for both worlds.

As shown in Figure 2, the user in our virtual room scene turns on the light by touching the switch on the lamp, opens the drawer, grabs the key, and reveals a secret message by touching the picture frame. The user finally opens the safe by turning its dial. Note that the user can touch all features of the virtual scene in any order while their physical hand is continuously redirected to touch the physical prop. In our cockpit scene, the user operates the spaceship by pushing buttons and turning a dial. Though the cockpit geometry does not match the proxy shape, reaching for a button allows the user to feel the physical feedback of a solid surface on the proxy.

A single prop provides touch feedback to two scenes that are different in geometries, size, and appearance. Whenever a user is moving the virtual hand towards a virtual target, the physical hand is redirected to touch a plane of the proxy.

RELATED WORK
This paper builds upon the research fields of simulating touch feedback in virtual reality, including active haptics, passive haptics and haptic retargeting.

Active Haptics
Simulating touch feedback using active machinery has been researched for decades since Goertz and Thompson in 1954 proposed a robotic arm for tele-operation that transmitted the force feedback on the end effector to users [11]. Project GROPE [6] in 1967 then used the robotic arm to provide force feedback when users were operating the arm to touch and grasp virtual objects in virtual reality.

Exoskeletons have been used to directly apply the force feedback to users’ body instead of through a controlling interface [2]. Robotic Graphics [36] used a robotic arm to move a board to where users were about to touch, which physically “rendered” the entire geometry of the virtual world. Iwata et al. used shape displays [16] to render geometries and provide touch feedback.

While able to represent a large variety of scenes, these machineries have high cost, large size and safety concerns limits most of them to stay in professional labs. Thus, TurkDeck [7] implements this using a series of human actors that move and deform the geometry using a set of primitives, such as wall parts to fit the on-line geometry in the virtual world.

Passive Haptics
Hinckley et al. [14] pioneered the concept of using passive props to as haptic feedback when controlling 3D virtual models followed by [5,8,10]. Low et al. project augmented reality experiences onto Styrofoam walls [22], allowing users to experience different virtual worlds in the same physical room. Similarly, Mixed Reality for military operations in urban terrain [15] uses passive haptics to create a haptic sense of objects, terrain, and walls in the virtual world.

FlatWorld integrated large props into a physical world; between experiences these props can be rearranged to match the next virtual world [26]. Similarly, the Personal Interaction Panel used a pen and a pad to manipulate objects in see-through augmented reality [34]. Sheng et al. used a sponge-like prop to create a range of interaction techniques [29]. Corston et al. [9] provide the ability to recognize and track these physical props using Kinect. However, they used a
fixed one-to-one mapping of the physical controls to the virtual world. All these approaches require the physical objects that match virtual geometries to align prior to interaction.

Opportunistic controls for Augmented Reality [12] connect the displayed environment to physical surfaces that are repurposed to provide haptic responses to specific widget-like digital controls, such as sliders and buttons. Annexing reality [13] analyzes the environment and opportunistically assigns objects as passive proxies, but a given physical environment may not support all the application needs, and the virtual geometry has to deform to fit existing geometries. Substitutional reality [30] investigated the limits of mismatches between physical and virtual objects.

Haptic Retargeting
Redirected touching was suggested by [18] as a mean to use manipulation of the virtual hand-eye coordination. This results in discrepancies between a person’s real and virtual hand motions, so that they reach the real and virtual objects simultaneously.

Haptic Retargeting [1] redirects the user’s hand when touching any one virtual cube on the table to touch a single physical cube prop. However, [1] assumed a-priori-known targets and scripted interaction. Our work extends their technique to support natural unscripted interaction. The amount of possible retargeting effects the range of geometries that can be represented by a single passive proxy. We explore the range in which haptic retargeting can be applied under 1) change of retargeting distance, 2) effect on hand eye coordination, and 3) change of surface normal. All of them are essential to design a practical system.

Studies have shown that people adapt to spatial warping [21] and perform tasks as effectively as they do under non-warped conditions [20]. In the context of walking, a single physical prop can be used to provide haptics for multiple virtual objects [19]. This is achieved by using redirected walking [28], a technique that injects additional translations and rotations to the user’s head movements. This causes users to walk on a physical path that is different from the perceived virtual path. By having the user walk back to the same physical object when moving from one virtual target to the next, the object provides haptic feedback for multiple virtual targets, but imperceptible redirections require large tracking spaces [33].

Spillmann et al. [32] proposed adaptive space warping to warp different organ geometries onto one physical mock-up. We are inspired from their work and extend the idea to a more general scenario where one general passive object provides touch feedback for many other objects in virtual environments.

REALIZING SPARSE HAPTIC PROXY
Whenever the user touches a virtual geometry, their hand is redirected using Haptic Retargeting to one of the SHP primitives. A Sparse Haptic Proxy’s geometry should therefore be abstract enough to support multiple virtual environments.

During interaction, users should be free to decide when and what they want to touch and be provided with touch feedback that matches their expectation based on their visual impression. The retargeted virtual hand movement should move smoothly and comfortably.

To achieve touch feedback, the system needs to map a suitable primitive of the proxy that will provide adequate feedback. To achieve comfortable hand motion, retargeting should be limited to a tolerable range, thus limiting the range in which such a primitive can be found. Natural, unscripted interaction requires the ability to predict users’ touch intentions on-the-fly, so that retargeting can be applied.

We now investigate how to achieve and balance these needs by implementing and evaluating a system through studies.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
To investigate the different aspects of realizing Sparse Haptic Proxy, we implemented our VR system with an Oculus Rift DK2 headset that incorporated an SMI eye-tracker at 60 Hz. The headset is tracked by the Oculus camera in combination with an overhead OptiTrack V120:Trio tracking system. Depending on the specific virtual reality application, the user sits or stands in front of our sparse haptic proxy.

For the support of single-finger interaction across the physical surface, we assembled the SHP with a set of 25 solid planar surfaces, at orientations ranging from -60° to +60° in horizontal and vertical directions as shown in Figure 3.
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MAKING HAPTIC RETARGETING WORK DYNAMICALLY

Figure 4 illustrates how Haptic Retargeting redirects the user’s hand to a physical location different than the virtual target location [1]. The virtual hand (skin color) and the physical hand (blue color) are initially at the same position. As the users’ hand moves towards the virtual target, the virtual hand position is gradually deviating in a direction away from the haptic proxy, causing the user to correct the trajectory toward the virtual target. Thus, the physical hand is gradually moved toward the haptic proxy.

To perform haptic retargeting in a gradual manner along the hand path, the system needs to be supplied with the hand the starting point, the location of the virtual target that will be touched, and the location of the corresponding physical target. The retargeting is described as follows:

Let \( H_p \) be the physical position of the user hand, and \( H_v \) be the position in which the virtual hand is rendered to the user. Assume that a virtual scene point \( P_t \) should be mapped to a physical proxy point \( P_p \):

\[
T = (P_t - P_p)
\]

This offset between the real and virtual hand position is gradually added to the position of the virtual hand as the user’s hand starts moving from initial position \( H_0 \) toward \( P_t \):

\[
W = \alpha T = \alpha \left( \frac{D_s}{D_s + D_p} \right)
\]

Where \( \alpha \) is the shift ratio, ranging between 0 and 1 from the beginning of the motion to a full offset \( T \) when the virtual hand touches \( P_t \), and the physical hand touches \( P_p \), \( D_s = |H_p - H_0| \) and \( D_p = |H_p - P_p| \).

Extension 1: Changing Retargeting On-the-Fly

Azmandian et al. [1] looked at a motion of user’s hand from a fixed point \( H_0 \) (near the body) to the targets arranged in front of the user. However, during natural interaction, a decision on a new touch target can be made while the user’s hand has already been moving under some other retargeting amount to a prior target. To maintain a smooth movement of the virtual hand, we modify the original Haptic Retargeting offset to interpolate between the current retargeting and the updated retargeting to the new target:

\[
W = \alpha T + (1 - \alpha) T_0, \quad \alpha = \left( \frac{D_s}{D_s + D_p} \right)
\]

Where \( D_s = |H_p - H_0| \), and \( H_0 = H_p \) at the frame where a new touch target is acquired.

This general retargeting should be reduced to zero whenever the users retract their hand close to the body. This is done to avoid visible position difference between the physical hand and its rendering closer than 20 cm to the body as shown in Figure 5. Virtual hand retargeting starts only when the user’s hand crosses the line and \( D_s \) in the previous equation is now defined as the distance between the line and the physical hand.

**Study 1: Maximum Tolerable retargeting**

As the distance between the user’s physical hand and the place it is rendered at grows, it can generate uneasiness due to conflict of the user senses. The goal of the first study is to map the limit of comfortable retargeting distance. [1] showed useful redirection beyond noticeable difference JND found by [24]. To explore the useful range of redirection we look at the user’s tolerance which is a combination of touch feedback and hand redirection.

**Participants**

We recruited 12 right-handed participants (4 female) from our institution, ages 21 to 30 (M=27.0). 6 participants had experience with head-mounted VR. Participants received a small gratuity for their time.

**Task**

The task was a target-acquisition task. The participant saw a virtual bullseye target whose location was mapped to our physical proxy with a controlled offset. The participant then touched the virtual target with their right hand while our system redirected their hand to touch the physical prop. Hitting the virtual target completed a trial (the virtual finger collides with the virtual target). The participant then rated the acceptance of the experience on a 5-point Likert scale. We assigned a tolerability of ‘5’ to ‘no redirection’, representing the base condition (and demonstrated to participants prior to the study). ‘1’ represents intolerable redirection, i.e., the participant struggled to reach the target. We chose ‘3’ as our threshold, balancing easy reach with distance of redirection.

**Procedure**

After a brief introduction to our system, participants sat down one at a time and put on the HMD and the marker glove and familiarized themselves with moving their hand in VR.
To sample the proxy space, we used 9 different locations on the proxy (Figure 6 left). For each proxy location, 33 virtual target locations were generated with 0, 15, 30, 45, 60° offset in 8 different directions as shown in Figure 6 right. We shuffled all possible conditions and used one condition for each trial. Whenever a virtual target fell outside the proxy (such as in the case of a left-wise virtual target of the left most location on the proxy), it was removed from the experiment to prevent extreme rotations of the participants.

Before the study, participants practiced 10 trials with increasing offset up to 60°. We did not include these practice trials in our analysis. Throughout all trials, we logged participants’ gaze, hand, and head motion for offline analysis. After each task, participants filled out a questionnaire. Each participant completed all 169 trials in about 30 minutes.

Results

Figure 7 shows the overall distribution of participants’ ratings and the time spent with all tested offsets and directions. We used one-way ANOVA, but found no significant difference in the rating and time spent between different physical locations, different directions within the same offset ($F_{7,40}=0.111, 0.298, 0.408, 0.421$ for the rating, $F_{7,40}=0.465, 2.014, 0.932, 3.446$ for the time spend within 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° respectively, all $p>.05$).

The average time spent on each task without offset was 1.81 seconds (SD=1.85). With 15° offset it was 1.80 seconds (SD=1.71), 2.07 seconds (SD=1.66) with 30° offset, 2.84 seconds (SD=2.13) with 45° offset, and 4.03 seconds (SD=3.35) with 60° offset. The time for reaching targets had positive correlation ($r=0.91$) with the distance of redirection.

Figure 8 shows the rating population for each offset. Retargeting of up to 15° generated similar rating to no retargeting. Retargeting up to 45°, received lower but above natural ratings. Beyond 45° the average and the standard deviation of time spent increased dramatically, perhaps because the retargeting is more prominent and less natural to the user.

Following this experiment, the following experiment and the final system were limited to retargeting distances of up to 40°.

Extension 2: Predicting the User’s Intention

In the original implementation of haptic retargeting, user was always directed towards a known target. In order to enable the user to freely interact with any object in the scene, our system predicts the user intended target in the virtual space. Following [31], we used both the user’s gaze fixation and the user’s hand movement to predict touch targets.

We detect gaze fixation using Binsted et al.’s approach [4], using a moving window of 0.6 seconds and check whether the standard deviation of the angle of gaze samples within this temporal window falls beneath 1°.

We use the state machine shown in Figure 9 to predict the user’s intention and to determine the touch target. The three states represent the user’s current activity: (a) Seeking a new target – the user gaze scans the scene, (b) looking at a target for more than a minimal time (fixation) and finally reaching for it. We used a significant hand velocity $V_{hand}$ to detect that the user started to move her hand toward the target, and report a possible touch event. The threshold of 3 cm/s was found empirically from our pilot study.

![Figure 9. Our target prediction state machine.](image)
Study 2: Predicting User Touch Targets

Our system introduces haptic retargeting and manipulate the hand-eye coordination. The goal of this study was to evaluate any effect of retargeting on the performance of the touch events prediction. This study focused only on prediction accuracy and participants touched virtual targets with no haptic feedback.

Participants

We recruited a fresh group of 12 right-handed participants (7 females, ages 24-30, M=27.6). 8 participants had previous experience with head-mounted VR. Participants received a small gratuity for their time.

Task

We showed a 4x4 grid of virtual balls with letters to participants as shown in Figure 10, left. For each trial, our system read a letter out loud. Participants then searched and touched the corresponding target, completing the trial upon contact. A new trial is started by pushing a ‘next’ button. Each trial has a different arrangement of letters on the balls. Since this study focused on our prediction, no physical prop was used.

Procedure

We first calibrated the eye-tracking HMD for each participant. Participants then followed a similar procedure as in the first study. We simulated retargeting to distances of 0°, 20°, and 40° in 4 directions (up, down, left and right) from the touch target as shown in Figure 10. Each participant completed 16 targets x 9 retargeting = 144 trials in total.

Each participant trained with 10 trials without any offset to familiarize themselves with the system before the trial. Overall, each participant took about 30 minutes to finish.

Results

Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix for the results of our predictions. Each target was tested during 108 trials. Overall, our prediction was 97.5% accurate. On average, our system predicted the correct target 2.04 (SD=1.28) seconds before participants touched it with an average distance of 23.72 cm (SD=14.33) from touching the target.

To verify the hypothesis that retargeting affects hand-eye coordination and prediction accuracy, we compared for all offsets 1) the prediction accuracy, 2) the time between the prediction and the touch event, and 3) the distance from hand position to the touch point at the time of prediction. The mean accuracy without retargeting was 97.6%, 97.8% with 20° retargeting, and 97.1% with 40° retargeting.

From Figure 12, we used one-way ANOVA and found that the time from prediction to touch event and the distance from prediction point to touch point were affected by the offset ($F_{2,1004}=12.424$ and $F_{2,1004}=62.9807$ respectively, all $p<.005$). The mean last prediction time without retargeting was 2.88 seconds (SD=1.90), 2.11 seconds (SD=1.30) with 20° retargeting, and 1.88 seconds (SD=1.15) with 40° retargeting. The mean hand-to-target distance without retargeting was 28.7 cm (SD=14.90), 19.5 cm (SD=12.54) with 20° retargeting, and 15.2 cm (SD=4.01) with 40° retargeting.

Discussion

The overall prediction accuracy was high (above 97%) and was not significantly affected by the introduction of retargeting. We do see some shortening of the time from prediction to touch: 73% and 66% for retargeting of 20° and 40°. This is caused by extra user gaze wandering preventing the system from making a prediction until later. This will increase the rate of retargeting needed, but since the prediction is successful, it did not hamper the system performance.
We did notice a lower accuracy (about 90°) at the lower side targets (12 and 15) due to the slightly lower reliability of the OptiTrack hand tracking around the corner targets.

Extension 3: Mapping Virtual Targets to the Physical Proxy

Mapping from the virtual geometry to the SHP can be optimized to achieve different goals. One can map the nearest physical primitive to minimize the retargeting distance. Another can fit the most similar primitive in order to enhance the range of possible haptic interaction. We present three mapping strategies that maps the predicted touch point to a single primitive on the Sparse Haptic Proxy.

One of the simplest interaction mode is a single finger touching the surface at a single point. Although simple, it enables a very versatile interaction: pressing a button, selecting or picking objects and more.

We investigated and implemented three approaches to remap the geometry touch point to a primitive of the Sparse Haptic Proxy as shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Remapping the trigger element using (a) line of sight, (b) closest point, (c) similar surface normal.](image)

1) **Line-of-Sight** casts a ray to the virtual target and determines the intersection with the 3D model of the proxy as the remapping point. This mapping, dependent on the user’s position, minimizes the angular offset between the touch point and the proxy, resulting in only back and forward redirection.

2) **Closest-Point.** The selected proxy point is the nearest point to the touch. This mapping, independent of the user’s location, will minimize the retargeting distance, but can exhibit an angular offset between the proxy and the virtual geometry point.

3) **Similar-Normal** remaps the virtual target to the most similar direction surface normal in the Sparse Haptic Proxy, limited within a maximal angular deviation of 40° as found in Study 1. This lets the user feel a surface of similar direction, but can require larger retargeting distances.

Similar-Normal mapped primitive enables the user’s hand slides along a larger area around the initial touch point, or use multiple fingers as touching the surface. Such operations can simulate dials, sliders, touch screen etc., such as the dial on the safe in our room scene in Figure 2.

Although we match an interaction surface to a similar primitive, there are still differences in surface orientation or shape between them. To enable the user to slide on the proxy surface, and is seen sliding on the virtual surface, we used Pseudo-haptic effect [2]. We project the virtual geometry onto the proxy interaction area so that each point touched by the virtual hand has a corresponding point on the physical proxy as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. Remapping the virtual dial on the virtual safe to an area on the physical prop.](image)

Study 3: Comparison of MAPPING strategies

The goal of our final study was to determine the mapping technique participants would prefer most.

**Participants**

We recruited 12 new right-handed participants (2 female), ages 26-47 (M=30.8). 5 participants had experience with head-mounted VR. Participants received a meal card as a gratuity for their time.

**Task**

The task in this study was similar to the task in Study 1. A trial began by showing the participant a virtual bullseye target and finished with the participant hitting the virtual target with their right hand.

The mapping to the physical proxy was determined by the chosen techniques (line-of-sight, closest-point and similar-normal). The virtual bullseye target was selected from two sets of nine orientations and locations as shown in Figure 15 to simulate both a simple virtual geometry and a complex one. The participants were instructed to move a step to the right to vary their location and perspective in the virtual and physical environment after they have done both sets of the targets.

![Figure 15. Virtual bullseye targets in Study 3 were rendered in two set of different orientations and locations in the 3D scene.](image)

**Procedure**

The procedure was similar to that in Study 2. Each participant completed 36 trials per technique (18 virtual targets x 2 points of view), resulting in 108 total trials. The order of techniques was counterbalanced across participants.
Between techniques, participants filled out a questionnaire. We asked 1) how smooth your hand could move and 2) how similar you feel the touch feedback as it should be in the virtual scene. Participants saw a text label for each presented strategy, but they were never told how a strategy works or what the label means: T0 (line-of-sight), T1 (closest-point) and T2 (similar-normal). Participants chose their preferred one among those labels after they had tried all three strategies. Overall the experiment took 20 minutes per participant.

![Figure 16. Participants’ preference (left). Participants’ rating histograms (Likert scale, 1= totally not) for the similarity of touch feedback (top right) and the smoothness of the hand movement (bottom right).](image)

**Results**
As shown in Figure 16, no participant preferred Similar-Normal, which participants mostly rated low in smoothness. One user noted the difficulty to sense a surface normal from a single touch point. Another participant said the surface normal felt more correct under T2 but still preferred less redirection. One explanation could be that the haptic sensation for the single point touch is too limited to be a reward for that amount of redirection.

7 participants preferred the line-of-sight approach and 5 participants preferred the closest-point approach. We found no significant difference between both ratings (p > .05). The concave shape of the proxy and the limited motion possible for the users limited the differences between these mappings. It may be that a convex proxy will generate stronger differences when users move around it.

Since most participants preferred Line-of-Sight mapping, we used it as the mapping technique in our two demo applications. Line-of-sight always creates a 0° angle offset, such that retargeting only happens when a user is moving forward. This can result in having to stretch one’s arm, similar to the GO-GO technique [27]. While the stretch is fixed in distance with GO-GO, it dynamically changes in our technique depending on the location of the target.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**
We have presented Sparse Haptic Proxy and its use to provide touch feedback to a variety of virtual applications of different geometry. The main idea of Sparse Haptic Proxy is the usage of a sparse set of physical primitives that can be mapped and reused for haptic simulation of mismatched virtual geometries (Figure 17).

Current commercial VR generates haptic feedback via hand held controllers, or wearables. The proposed approach has several major advantages, e.g., resistance felt by the user using a grounded sparse haptic proxy and hands-free interaction (no extra weight or limit to natural touch).

![Figure 17. The mismatch between our proxy (blue overlay) and our cockpit and room scene.](image)

One of our limitation is that each interaction with the virtual geometry is constrained to the span of the primitive. For example, when the user drags the finger over a planar primitive, it will eventually reach the end of the primitive where the mapping changes to another primitive, which can be at a different location. However, in many applications and games the common interactions are quite localized: open a lock, pick an object, push a door and so on. Such interactions are mapped well to a Sparse Haptic Proxy.

Direct motion between adjacent touch targets may not leave enough distance for redirection. This is future work. In our scenarios, the virtual objects are separated by at least 5 degrees, and we will look at ways to improve it in a future work.

Another limitation that raises from our use of planar primitives, is lack of representation of corner, edges and strong curvatures. Although planar or near planar surfaces are common in many geometries, there are many objects, such as handles, buttons, sliders and more, whose haptic representation will elevate the haptic experience. While even the simplest physical objects (e.g., boxes) can serve as Sparse Haptic Proxies for some scenes, more complex environments are better served by a Sparse Haptic Proxy that comprises a range of primitives. We see this as a future work.

Another dimension of variety could be the materials of which the primitives are made of. Some can represent soft materials while other can be hard. Textures and temperature may also be represented by different primitives.

The arrangement of the primitives should be derived from the range of applications to be supported. Our current arrangement of a hemisphere supports a symmetric set of primitives at arm reach. However, an analysis of VR applications may lead to a different arrangement.
The proxy we used for our experiments covers about 120° of view direction in front of the user at about arm’s reach. There is no limit to build a proxy that will cover the complete directions around the user as long as the user can get in and out of the contraption. Another possibility is to actively rotate the proxy to face the user when turning. The speed of the rotation can be much slower than the rotation of the user hand, as the proxy covers about third of the full rotation. This allows for a slower and safer active operation.

Currently, we use a single proxy in front of which the user stands or sits. One can imagine a system that uses redirected walking to bring a user to multiple or one such proxies to simulate a larger environment.

CONCLUSION
We explored the possibilities and limitations of providing touch feedback for a variety of applications using a Sparse Haptic Proxy—a set of haptic primitives that is dynamically mapped and reused to fit virtual geometries.

We conducted a set of experiments that tested the performance of haptic retargeting and built on the results of each study to design the next one. Study 2 examined prediction accuracies under the maximum redirection we found in Study 1. Study 3 used the prediction system we evaluated in Study 2 and the redirection limit we found in Study 1.

We see Sparse Haptic Proxy as a “compressed” representation of the haptic feedback for a given scene. That is, Sparse Haptic Proxy uses fewer physical “bits” to represent the same amount of haptic information by removing repetitions. This simplifies the proxy and the space for passive haptics.

On the flipside, our approach to passive haptics using a Sparse Haptic Proxy is not a lossless compression. Proprioception and tactile sensation changes compared to the original representation. Nevertheless, Sparse Haptic Proxy enables users to perform a rich set of interactions that are common in different virtual reality experiences as we have shown in this paper, such as simulation, games and others.
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